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The Singapore Youth Flying Club is pleased to see another batch
of 45 students obtaining the coveted Private Pilot Licence. It is
the culmination of one year of flight training, passing 6 ground
aviation examinations and many hours of flight preparation. My
congratulations to all PPL recipients and I would like to thank
the parents, teachers, SYFC’s staff and Alunmi members for
providing the necessary support to the students.
The Club is also pleased to see a large number of our CCA
students participating in the Singapore Amazing Flying
Machine Competition and winning several prizes in a number
of competitive events organized by DSO and Science Centre.
It clearly showed the keen interest and commitment of our CCA
students to excel in the competition. Our students, Paul Liew and
Sebert Fong, also did the Club proud by winning the F-2F team
racing event at the Western Australia Control Line Aeromodelling
State Championship. Thank you both for keeping our flag flying
high.
We hope to see many more students participating in our aviation
programmes and benefiting in terms of knowledge, skills,
leadership and character development from a wide range of
aviation activities conducted by the Club.
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PPL WINGS AND AVIATION
AWARDS CEREMONY 2014.

Paul Liew briefing the Guest-of-Honour

Ms Roshnah Abbas from St Andrew’s Sec School
receiving the recognition certificate

PPL wings were presented
to 45 PPL graduands
on 3 May 14 by
Guest-of-Honour,
Dr Mohamad Maliki
Bin Osman, Minister
of State for Defence
and National
Development at
the PPL Wings
and Aviation Awards
Ceremony at the
Singapore Youth
Flying Club.

Alexander and his family
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The PPL cohort of FY1314

BEST IN FLYING
QUEK ZHI HAO
Raffles Institution

GRADUANDS

WEE MARCO JOHANN
Saint Andrew's Junior College

QUEK ZHI HAO
Raffles Institution

ANG SHI WEI NATHANAEL
Temasek Polytechnic

S JNARTHANAN
Catholic Junior College
KO JOHANN
Anderson Junior College

BEST IN GROUND
EXAMINATIONS
QUEK ZHI HAO
Raffles Institution
LEONG EN-LIN
Anglo-Chinese School (Independent)
WONG MING YEW KEITH
Yishun Junior College

TEACHER'S
RECOGNITION
MR GOH CHEONG KIAT
Hua Yi Sec
MR RAMASAMY VENUGOPAL
Northbrooks Sec
MS ROSHNAH ABBAS
St Andrew's Secondary School

MOEY RUI HANG REUBEN
Temasek Polytechnic

TAN YONG MENG
ALEXANDER
Singapore Polytechnic

QUEK WEN JIE
Temasek Polytechnic

TEO FU WEI
Dunman High School
TING YEOW
KWANG ALVIN
Temasek Polytechnic

KOH KIT SHAUN TOMMY
Raffles Institution

WEE MARCO
JOHANN
Saint Andrew's Junior College

NEO CHO YAW RYAN
Victoria Junior College

DO LI WEN SAMUEL
Singapore Polytechnic

WONG MING YEW KEITH
Yishun Junior College

HO JIA EN
Temasek Polytechnic

GOH QING QUAN ALOYSIUS
Hwa Chong Institution

KOH JIN MING
Ngee Ann Polytechnic

HU ZHAN HUA KENDRICK
Singapore Polytechnic

KWEK MENG YANG
Ngee Ann Polytechnic

LIM MING HAN SEAN
Anglo-Chinese Junior College

LEE YUN LONG
Ngee Ann Polytechnic

SADANALA UDAYA
SHANKAR TARAKESH
SHANKAR
Yishun Junior College

LEONG EN-LIN
Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent)

TJONG WEN JUN ISAAC
Meridian Junior College

PNG YI QIN JOHN
MATIAS
Temasek Polytechnic

CHUA KAI SHENG
Temasek Polytechnic
CHUA CHENG FENG RICHARD
Ngee Ann Polytechnic
LAM JING LONG SEAN
Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent)

FOK JIAJUN
SAMUEL
Temasek Polytechnic

WEE ZHI YUAN
ALOYSIUS DARREN
Singapore Polytechnic
YEE MING CHONG
Temasek Polytechnic
TAN YU FAN LEVINSON
Raffles Institution
TANG EN HAN ANDREW
Raffles Institution
LUM JIA WEN CARMEN
Anglo-Chinese School
(Independent)
ANG SHI WEI NATHANAEL
Temasek Polytechnic
CHEANG SHAUN
Temasek Polytechnic
HAIDAR HOTMA
MALIK TIMBOEL MANIK
Temasek Polytechnic
LIM WENKAI AARON
Temasek Polytechnic
F MUHAMMAD FAIAS
Temasek Polytechnic
LIM JIE WEI KENN
Temasek Polytechnic
ONG XIE EN GABRIEL
Temasek Polytechnic

KWOK ZONG HAN
Temasek Polytechnic

SU HAN QI ASHTON
Temasek Polytechnic

LEW DE LI
Temasek Polytechnic

LIM WEI JIE GERALD
Temasek Polytechnic
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MR TAN WEI
School of Science and Technology

TAN BOLIN ATTLEE
Republic Polytechnic

F16

FAMILIARISATION
FLIGHT.

“I was really nervous and
excited when I was informed
that I was selected to fly the
F16. It was a rare, once-in-a
lifetime experience for any
youth. When I went for the gear
fitting 2 days before the flight,
I felt like a ‘pro’ with my green flight
suit, G-suit, helmet and oxygen mask.
It was a totally new experience and essential
for me because these equipment will help me to withstand
high G-force and fly at high altitudes. I was escorted by a
junior pilot and he shared with me his experience about the
exciting and rewarding life in the Air Force as a fighter pilot.
He also told me a lot about the F16 and how it flies and its
tremendous capabilities. Overall, I was very impressed by
the visit and I eagerly await for the opportunity to fly the
aircraft again when I join the RSAF.”
ALVIN TING

One word to describe my F16 joyride – “Amazing”. I was
pumping adrenaline throughout the flight. It was the best
experience I've had in my life thus far. I was really excited to
experience high G-forces.
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I flew with CPT Joel Ng who is the Weapons Instructor of
143 Squadron. I did not know what to expect from the flight

even though I had DA40 flying experience. Speed was
on my mind but I did not know how fast things can be
until my instructor full throttled the aircraft for take-off.
The aircraft surged forward with full afterburners.
The takeoff run was so fast that, before I knew it, the pilot
had already rotated the aircraft and we were airborne.
We flew in 2-ship formation to the training area in South
China Sea.
Everything happened very quickly. To be in the back seat
of the F16 and watching how my instructor operated the
aircraft made me realise that, at all times, we must be
ahead of the aircraft. Split second decisions must be made
without any delays. The invaluable insight motivated me to
work hard in my pursuit towards being a fighter pilot.
This joyride further strengthened my decision to sign on
with the Republic of Singapore Air Force as it is the only
flight training institute that is able to develop my flying
skills to the best of my ability. Besides providing worldclass facilities to train pilots to their full potential, they also
develop them for leadership and management roles.
Being presented with the rare opportunity to fly in the F16
before I join the Air Force motivates me to work hard in the
RSAF when I sign on. I believe that my passion for flying will
propel me to reach greater heights as I work towards being
a fighter pilot to protect Singapore.
ALOYSIUS WEE

206BFC

208BFC

SP1-14

NEW BASIC
FLYING
COURSES.
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207BFC

STUDENTS' VIEWS.
FIRST SOLO

.

“ It was a memorable flight,
I felt excited but nervous at
the same time.”

Throughout my entire journey in Singapore Youth Flying Club,
I’ve learnt a lot of personal skills such as prioritising and time
management. Flying is not the only thing the Club teaches, I have
also picked up life skills such as independence, confident and
competence. Overall, this is an enriching and joyful experience
for me.
Neo JW 200 BFC

I was nervous yet excited for my first solo. While waiting to takeoff, I gained confidence. This feeling was unique as it was a great
experience. Even though it felt a bit weird without any instructors
beside me, it felt great as it was a great accomplishment.

Throughout my time spent here in SYFC, I have made many friends
who share the same dream and passion as me. People from
different courses have all became good
friends. The flying journey here has
taught me several qualities such as
perseverance, independence,
competence and confidence.
It has also allowed me to
look at the world with a
new perspective. Flying
really is an enriching and
joyful experience.

Tan BS 203BFC

Eugene Chow 200 BFC

As pilots, we always have a memory that most of us will never
forget. That first solo flight. Being able to pilot a plane without any
instructor is a memory I will always keep with me.

My journey at SYFC has
not only taught me how
to bring an aircraft up
in the air safely but also
made me understand the
importance of discipline
and commitment. The
friendship I have forged here
will stay with me for a long time
and I am grateful for this once-in-alifetime opportunity.

Bertram Chen BW 203BFC
It was a memorable flight, knowing that I had full control of the
aircraft made me delighted. No regrets in joining SYFC!
Lim ZY 203BFC

Jasper Ten JX 204BFC
The first solo is something very special, as the feeling was very
exhilarating and it is something you can never
forget. The journey to my solo flight was full
of ups and downs, the determination I
had to achieve my first solo just
overrides everything.
Benjamin Soh 204BFC

PPL

.

Being a young SYFC pilot is
a life-changing experience.
Months of hard work and
tough discipline required
to learn to pilot a plane is all
worth it once you take off for the
exhilarating experience of piloting
it in the sky. Flying with full control
through the skies has an excitement
that is very quickly addictive. This is one
experience that I will deeply treasure and
learn from.

Teo XY 198BFC
Flying in SYFC has really been a fruitful and unforgettable
experience. In addition, I believe the lesson I have learnt through
flying will undoubtedly help me in the future, not only in flying but
also in my life. I will always remember and cherish the lessons I
have learnt through the guidance of the instructors and also the
friendships forged during my time spent in SYFC.
Ng SX Chelsea 199BFC
Flying is a meaningful and enriching journey that has allowed
me to see things from different perspective. Having tasted the
joy of soaring through the skies made me look up at the sky
differently. The 1 year has been the most fulfilling period of my
life and I have made many friends and made many memories.
It is an unforgettable journey.
Chia SJ 200 BFC

This one year spent in SYFC has been a really amazing one. The
friendships forged and the hours spent soaring in the skies was
what made this journey really unforgettable. It may have been
tough and stressful pursuing for my PPL while still being a full-time
student but the great sense of achievement felt after passing my
FHT made it worthwhile.

My journey in SYFC was tough and full of challenges but it was
all worth it. From BFC to PPL, it was a non-stop learning journey
which required hardwork, determination and, most of all, passion.
The steep learning curves, admonishment from instructors and
the countless hours put in to be prepared for flights made me feel
like giving up on several occasions but it was my passion and love
for flying which pushed me on to strive for the licence. Today, as
I receive it, all the hardships feel like it was worth it. Being a pilot
may be tough but flying in itself is its reward.

Marc Chan 198BFC

Wesley Koh MJ 198 BFC

Carmen Lum ACSI 198BFC
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SYFC PARTICIPATION IN

SINGAPORE AMAZING
FLYING MACHINE
COMPETITION 2014
A total of 230 students from 11 school YFCs and Open
Unit participated in the Singapore Amazing Flying
Machine Competition in March 2014, organised jointly
by DSO and Singapore Science Centre.
SYFC students participated mainly in designing
and building a small unpowered glider to be propelled
from a launcher to achieve the longest range and
they also designed and built a small remote-controlled
air platform capable of completing a series of
exciting tasks.
Our school YFCs performed very well and won several
prizes in the competitions with NUS (High) as winners
in the Radio Controlled Flight Event and St. Andrew’s
Secondary School as runner-ups in the Unpowered
Glider Event.
Students were very encouraged and inspired by their
performances, and are looking forward to participate in
next year’s competitions.

VISIT TO

CHANGI AIR BASE

VISIT TO

DSO NATIONAL AND
TEMASEK LABORATORIES
AT NUS
A group of 15 students from NUSH and School of
Science and Technology visited the DSO National
Laboratories (UAV Lab) and Temasek Laboratories at
NUS on 09 Jun 2014.

On 12 and 17 June 2014, a total of 125 CCA students
visited Changi Air Base to learn more about its
operations and role in RSAF. After the brief, students
went on familiarisation flights onboard the Fokker
50 aircraft.
Participant Isaac Tang from Hillgrove Secondary
School commented “I enjoyed the flight over Singapore
and noted that the houses and HDB flats looked like
matchboxes from the air.” Jeremiah Foo and Bryan
Chang Chun Kit from St. Gabriel’s Secondary School
added “I was particularly impressed with the detailed
briefings given by the aircrew before and during the
30-minute familarisation flight.”

Ian Lee Zi Xu from School of Science and Technology
commented,“we learnt about the different types of wind
tunnels used to test Airfoils and I was surprised that the
low speed wind tunnel could measure rotational lift and
that the air ventilated was very laminar, even when flowing
at a speed of 21m/s. The trip was a very fascinating and
informative one, which exposed me to the university
research level in aviation.”

WEST AUSTRALIAN
CONTROL LINE

AEROMODELLING STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP 2014
A delegation of 1 staff and 5
YFC students participated in
the West Australian Control Line
Aeromodelling State Championship
held in Perth, Australia from
30 May to 02 June 2014. Our
team led by pilot Paul Liew and
mechanic Sebert Fong (both from
Singapore Polytechnic) won the
F2F team racing event. Paul Liew
commented that “with this victory,
Sebert and myself are looking
forward to win a medal in future
Aeromodelling competitions.
Bryan Oh from Bukit View
Secondary School commented
“we gained the necessary
exposure and experience on
resilience and teamwork during the
high standard of competitions with
the other aeromodellers.”
Luzian Gehlhaar from Edgefield
Secondary School added “it was
very good eye-opener as I learnt
a lot on the other aeromodelling
events and the sincerity of the
adult aeromodellers who were
willing to show us the finer parts
on aeromodelling. I am looking
forward to participate in more
aeromodelling racing events in
future competitions for Singapore.

VISIT TO

AVIATION INDUSTRIES
A visit to Jet Aviation in Seletar was organised on 06 Jun 2014 for 16 senior
CCA students, as part of the learning journey programme to widen their
aviation knowledge and understanding on how aviation industries operate in
Seletar Airport. Paul Young from Compassvale Secondary School commented
“I was impressed with the new 7500 sq metre hanger facility with several large
executive jets undergoing various stages of maintenance, aircraft repair and
rectifications. The complexity of repairing these planes and the different
types of inspections they conduct depending on the aircraft's maintenance
schedule and flight hours accumulated was an eye-opener for me.”
On the 15 April 2014, another group of 25 students from Edgefield
Secondary School visited the Rolls Royce - Seletar Campus. Brandon
Peh commented, “I felt very small when I was standing close to the air
intake of the Trent 900 engine used on Airbus 380 aircraft”.

VISITS BY PARENTS

SUPPORT GROUPS.
Parents and their children from Anglican High and
St Gabriel’s Sec School visited SYFC and were briefed
on Club’s aviation programme and training facilities.
The children were also given hands-on experience on the
flight simulator. Following the visit, there were many
parents who are keen to enrol their children for the CCA
and flying programme.

SPOT THE PLANES CONTEST.
Prizes : 10 book vouchers worth $20 each.
1

2

What are the names of the aircraft shown in the above pictures?
a.

b.

c.

d.

Name & NRIC No:
School:
Class:

Age:

Address:

Tel:
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SPOT the Planes Contest Winners March 2014
1. Chan Jun Hong

Evergreen Secondary School

2. Keith Law Zer Kye

Montfort Secondary School

3. Izzat Hazim Bin Mustafa

Edgefield Secondary School

4. Syaakir bin Mohamad Zainal

Edgefield Secondary School

5. Wang Weida

Edgefield Secondary School

6. Eugene Chan Jia Jun

Edgefield Secondary School

7. Mohd. Aqil bin Mustafa

Fuchun Secondary School

8. Law Hong Wuen

Bedok Green Secondary School

9. Ryan Kwa Jian Yuen

Bedok Green Secondary School

10. Peh Jun Siang

Bedok Green Secondary School
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Please submit this photocopy of this completed form to the CCA Manager,
SYFC, 515 West Camp Road, Singapore 797695 to reach us by 15 October
2014. Each person is only entitled to one entry, and only secondary school
students may participate. The decision for winners by SYFC is final. Results will
be published in the next newsletter.
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